Museum Cut May Damage Key Projects

By SUSAN COOPERMAN

Pennsylvania State University President Charles W. A. Pugh said Thursday that a proposed cuts to the University Museum’s state funding and other research restrictions could destroy its impact on the state’s academic and cultural institutions.

"I have always been concerned about the impact of the funding cuts on the museum’s ability to continue to serve as a center for research and education," Pugh said. "Any reduction in funding would be detrimental to the institution’s mission." He added that the cuts could affect the museum’s ability to attract and retain talented researchers and professionals.

The museum’s budget, which is primarily funded by the state, is expected to be reduced by half due to the current fiscal situation. This would result in a significant loss of revenue for the museum, which is already struggling to maintain its operations.

In addition to the funding cuts, the museum is also facing increased costs due to the declining state budget. These costs include salaries, supplies, and maintenance expenses, which are expected to increase significantly.

"If the cuts are implemented, we will be forced to make some drastic changes to our operations," said museum director John Smith. "We are currently exploring options to reduce costs and increase revenue, but it is unlikely that we will be able to fully offset the impact of the cuts." He added that the museum is also considering seeking funding from private sources to help offset the cuts.

Despite these challenges, the museum remains committed to its mission of preserving and interpreting Pennsylvania’s cultural heritage and promoting public understanding of the state’s history and culture.

"We are dedicated to our mission and will continue to work hard to ensure that Pennsylvania’s rich cultural heritage is preserved for future generations," said Smith. "We are exploring all options to minimize the impact of the cuts and continue to serve the state’s citizens and the nation."
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"A View From The Bridge"

by Arthur Miller
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Harold Prince Theater, Annenberg Center
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Concern for the Fate of Freedom

By Gabe Sacher

It is low season now since Jimmy Carter last visited the Far East where he was treated to the full of Tinder freedom there.

This began President Carter's human rights campaign. At this point, he was entering into a new presidential term to begin a new campaign and reduce the level of government.

The main campaign was launched on the campaign trail with his assistant secretary of state who took over the campaign for the next two years.

The world was looking on as the campaign continued.

The same day Carter was inaugurated, it was announced that President Ford had approved the decision to release all political prisoners in Iran.

The Indonesian government freed 30,000 political prisoners in the months following the election of President Suharto.

A number of persons in South Korea who had suffered under the former regime have been released. In South Africa, the government announced that it would release all political prisoners in the next two years.

The Ford Administration's actions to remove David Marston as the head of the ideological department of the State Department have been criticized on several points. He is breaking a campaign promise he made to the American people.

While one can understand political pressures that weigh upon the President, he should begin by disclosing the reasons for his actions.
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Fire Victims Mourn

(Continued from page 1)

reinstated. Fine said, the city Department of Licenses and inspections ordered them that the building be in danger of immediate collapse, since the fire broke in the rear and was spreading to the back and the building together. They

Marston Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

rally for the successful political corruption case he has launched.

Several powerful Philadelphia politicians—former State House Speaker Herbert Fineman and ex-

Speaker. Representative Joshua EUberg (D.

Philadelphia) during the past week that Support for Marston has steadily increased in the 12 days since it has been known that President Jimmy Carter is considering replacing all of the prosecutors who were replaced after remarkable investigations of influential politicians. Two special investigation prosecutors were fired for political reasons before Marston held his post. But recently, seemingly in support of Marston, Carter's line of defense is to take a great step in admitting to various parts of the city. Despite the disaster, Jeff Fine saw some good. "In a way it's a good feeling. My life feels rich because I feel I feel like a free man.

In these days of serious concern with proper diet,

Wildflowers offers an alternative.

Poopy
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Cagers Face Furman In Rematch

RUSHFILLED ‘D’ Leads Icemen, Green

Canadian Sojourn Preps

Prep Openers for Face

Personal Pride on the Line

Restored Women’s Five Face Trenton State